
Spin®&Move 2019 (5-6 Oct) - 20h Marathon Line-up
Day Hour Start Finish Ride Description Presenter Spinning® Level Country

1 20:00 20:50 Spinning® BENELUX 
RIDE

Let’s start this amazing marathon with a the Benelux Spinning® Celebration Joao Ferreira 
Andre Struik 
Pedro Martins

Master Instructors Belgium, 
Netherlands, 
Luxembourg

2 21:00 21:50 Rise and shine Embrace the light you receive, and give light to others, and you will shine. A ride of hope and joy Geert Vens Instructor Elite Belgium

3 22:00 22:50 Tomorrowland Music festivals are unique places to celebrate music, life and love, in Spinning® we share the same values and 
celebrate in a very similar way. This beautiful ride is inspired by the worlds largest and mythical electronic music 
festival.

Iain McKendry Instructor Elite United Kingdom

4 23:00 23:50 The Challenge 5 intervals, 5 new challenge to enjoy a lot. Very intensive and very grateful Betina Martins Instructor Elite Spain

5 0:00 0:50 Flight 643 Onboard with me on flight 643 for an unforgettable immersive Spinning® ride Steve Gressens Instructor basic Belgium

6 1:00 1:50 Dance Lot’s of rythm and dance on a bike Marc Vn Doninck Instructor Elite Belgium

7 2:00 2:50 Night Owl Pedro Martins Master Instructor Luxembourg

8 3:00 3:50 Insomnia Jean Paul Wiltgen Instructor Elite Luxembourg

9 4:00 4:50 Carpa Koi According to this ancient Chinese legend, the carp fish had to reach the source of the river that cuts China, 
Huang Ho (Yellow River), at the time of spawning.  He had to swim against the current and jump cascades to the 
Jishinhan mountain.  The carp that reached the top became a dragon.

Joao Valente Instructor Elite Portugal

10 5:00 5:50 Yin & Yang Relational concept in Chinese culture, meaning that the universe is governed by a duality. During an interval ride 
we will show how opposite forces may be interconnected and complement each other. 

Carla Eiras 
Federica Nuvoli

Instructors 
Advanced

Portugal + Italy

11 6:00 6:50 Pas de deux Two persons share a love story, from its beginning to its end filled up with episodes of the ups and downs of 
their life. You have to trust in your feelings and emotions and you can reach a goal you have never thought 
about to succeed in.

Jean Paul Wiltgen Instructor Elite Luxembourg

12 7:00 7:50 Presence of sunlight Start the day with the sun rise and the presence of light, find the rhythm and fill yourself up with energy for the 
rest of the day.

Chantal Janssen Master Instructor Netherlands

13 8:00 8:50 TBC Jarek Witek Master Instructor Poland

14 9:00 9:50 Tailwind Tailwind is the wind that blows in the direction of travel of an object and increases the object's speed and 
reduces the time required to reach its destination. In several intervals we'll feel the tailwind in our back in order 
to reach out destination

Andre Struik Master Instructor Netherlands

15 10:00 10:50 The power of 
passion

Everyone has a passion. Use your power and energy to find your passion for Spinning® during this ride Annemie Provoost Instructor Elite Belgium

16 11:00 11:50 F1 SPA 
Francorchamps

Join me for an immersive Spinning® ride in the mythical Formula 1 circuit of Belgium, one of the most beautiful 
and challenging tracks of the championship featuring the famous Eau Rouge turn also known as Raidillon, a 
climb with 17% incline and 40m elevation (as tall as a 12 story building). The fastest lap with a Formula 1 race 
car is 1 min 46 secs to cover 7004km (4352 miles), how much time will take us to cover the same distance with 
a bike? There’s only one way to find it out! 

Joao Ferreira Master Instructor Belgium

17 12:00 12:50 Harmony Music is the expression of harmony in sound. Like in a symphonic orchestra with different musicians but all 
united to create one unique melody. Let’s make our hearts and our souls resonate in one sweet harmony

Isabelle Langnickel Instructor Elite Belgium

18 13:00 13:50 I have the power Sometimes we forget we have a deep inner strength that we can tap into when it really matters.This ride is a 
reminder for all peaceful warriors out there!

Peter Pastijn Master Instructor Abu Dabi

19 14:00 14:50 Awakening The importance that small things assume in life when something unexpected happens and leads us to awaken 
to life and face it differently

Helena Gaspar Instructor Elite Portugal

20 15:00 16:00 Spinning® 
Celebration

What a beautiful way to finalize this marathon with a celebration of our passion. Let’s get all together and share 
great memories, positive energy and unforgettable emotions.

Joint MI Ride Master Instructors
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